Simple, powerful print management

A customer guide to
mobile and BYOD printing
Enable printing in the world of BYOD
Give users the freedom to easily discover and print to any printer from any
device, and from anywhere.

Challenge
As technology continues to grow and change, users bring in an increasingly
diverse range of devices that need to connect and print on demand. You don’t
have the time to assist everyone manually, so having a solution that just works
is key – no matter the device type or operating system in play.
So if you have...
▶ users struggling to print using their own device
▶ overwhelming support calls about BYOD (Bring Your Own Device) printing
▶ a dream of enjoying a print system that easily tracks guest users
▶ a need to maintain security while keeping things flexible for BYOD and
guest users

All these mobile devices
we’d invested tons of
money in, we couldn’t
use. Along comes
Mobility Print and badaboom: our problems
are gone.
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2 million+
Chromebooks
Mobility Print has become
the standard for mobile and
BYOD environments, enabling
secure printing to over 2 million
Chromebooks, a similar amount
of iOS devices, and even
more Macs.

...you’ll discover super easy BYOD printing with PaperCut.
A native experience for all end
users, regardless of device.
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Solution

Benefit

Enable simple, powerful printing across every device and
operating system that harnesses all the leading features of
PaperCut – from Secure Print Release to Find-Me Printing, and
more. Users can also authenticate without joining their device
to a domain, whether you have an Active Directory (AD), Azure
AD, Google G Suite or no domain at all.

4 ways PaperCut
supports all your mobile
and BYOD needs

1. Mobility Print
Mobility Print is the most adopted mobile and BYOD feature in PaperCut,
already helping millions of users print securely and responsibly. It simplifies
the printing process for any end-user managed device, including smartphones,
tablets, laptops, or Chromebooks. The same goes for operating systems: iOS,
Android, Chrome OS, Microsoft Windows, and macOS are all good to go.
By following a few simple steps, users can quickly discover and print to any
printer, without help from a techie. No finding drivers, no joining domains, no
hassle whatsoever. Best of all, they can print directly from any application with
zero extra steps.

1. Works with any mobile
device across any
operating system

2. Fits into all network
environments, simple or
complex, large or small

2. Web Print
Users can log in and upload their documents from any web browser. This
simple, driverless, and installation-free solution lets users print Microsoft Office,
PDF, and image files directly from the browser on their own device – even when
they’re not on site or connected to the local print network.

3. Email to Print
A completely platform-independent mobile and BYOD print solution, Email to
Print allows any device to print documents simply by sending an email. No print
queues or drivers needed. Simpler still, Email to Print supports PaperCut’s FindMe Printing. Just assign a single email address to your Find-Me print queue and
users can release their print jobs securely at whichever printer they walk up to.

Contact us to explore more benefits and features
info@boyntons.biz | (800) 833-7768
www.boyntonoffice.com

3. Provides a native
experience for all
end users, regardless
of device

4. Enables guest
printing to ease your
IT support load

